Abstract: The use of service-oriented architectures based on web services in the manufacturing layer of industrial enterprises enables vertical integration and promises increased interoperability. Unfortunately, the differing execution patterns-cyclic execution on programmable logic controllers vs. on-demand execution on industrial PCs-complicate the use of web services in the manufacturing layer. This paper introduces sequence-controlled web services that permit to easily export a control module as a web service. An automation engineer can use familiar IEC 61131-3 programming languages to implement the control application and subsequently can export selected modules as web services.
INTRODUCTION
The software infrastructure of today's industrial enterprises in the manufacturing domain, e.g. vehicle manufacturing and aircraft construction, typically consists at least of two different layers: The business layer containing software functionality for planning purposes, and the manufacturing layer where the core business of an industrial enterprise is located-the manufacturing process. The software in the business layer is usually based on standardized web service solutions, whereas the manufacturing layer utilizes vendor-specific automation solutions. The vertical adoption of a service-oriented architecture (SOA) based on web services on both layers is desirable, since it leads to a homogeneous communication infrastructure based on a single communication paradigm within the entire enterprise (Jammes and Smit (2005) ).
Unfortunately, the use of web services in the manufacturing layer is aggravated by the fundamentally different processing paradigms of both technologies. Web services are processed on-demand in contrast to manufacturing control applications that operate in a processing loop. Consequently, from an automation engineer's point of view, exposing control application functionality as web service is difficult.
The main research contributions of this paper are: (1) The paper identifies the challenges of using web services in the manufacturing layer. (2) To solve the identified problems, a new approach to interface web services and manufacturing control applications called sequence-controlled web services is presented. Sequence-controlled web services are compatible with the IEC 61131-3 PLC programming standard (International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) (2003) ) that is well-known by automation engineers. The sequencecontrolled web services have been developed as part of the Time-Constrained Services (TiCS) framework (Mathes et al. (2008a) ). TiCS is a full-fledged development and execution environment for time-constrained web services and consists of four functional layers-tool support layer, real-time service layer, real-time infrastructural layer, and hardware layer-that contain several components to meet the demands of a web service based automation infrastructure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the use of programmable logic controllers (PLCs) for industrial automation. In Section 3, the two different processing paradigms of web services and manufacturing applications and resulting problems are discussed. Section 4 presents the sequence-controlled web services approach for processing web services on PLCs. Section 5 presents a prototypical implementation of our approach. Section 6 demonstrates a use case realized via sequence-controlled web services. Related work is discussed in section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper and outlines areas for future work.
INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION USING PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
This section outlines the conventional implementation of control applications using PLCs. More precisely, the functionality of a PLC is presented and best-practice solutions developed over the years for the design and implementation of production processes are discussed.
At present, the entire manufacturing process is subdivided into several disjunctive manufacturing steps that are called production cells. Each production cell contains several manufacturing devices, e.g. industrial robots or hoisting platforms, that are controlled by a PLC.
A PLC is a specialized automation hardware that differs significantly from common desktop PCs. A PLC has several input/output modules that are connected to sensors and actuators, respectively. A sensor collects (often analog) input data from the shop floor, e.g. temperature, pressure, or humidity, whereas an actuator allows to manipulate the production process. Examples for actuators are electric motors, solenoids, or conveyor belts.
To control the manufacturing devices, the PLC reads the data from the sensors, computes the necessary reaction using a PLC application, and uses its actuators to react. The PLC application is set up by a domain expert, namely the automation engineer who maintains the production process. Most PLC vendors provide a proprietary integrated development environment allowing to implement the PLC application with respect to the IEC 61131-3 standard.
An engineer. Figure 1 outlines the logical structure of a PLC application. Figure 2 shows the installation of a simple automation example using a PLC. In the example, a carriage can be moved from left to right and vice versa on an axis. The PLC has two physical inputs in1 (trigger new positioning of the carriage) and in2 (define the new position) and one physical output out1 (lamp for signaling that new position has been reached). Figure 3 shows the program POU Axis that realizes the described PLC application using the IEC 61131-3 programming language FBD. The POU consists of one instance of the function block TON named tonPos and one instance of the function block FBAxisControl named axisControl. TON implements an on-delay timer, i.e. on a rising edge on its input IN, it delays for the time given on input PT. After the delay, the output Q becomes TRUE. The function block FBAxisControl controls the axis. On a rising edge on startPositioning, it moves the carriage to the position given on newPosition. While the positioning is active, the output ready is FALSE. When the new position is reached, FBAxisControl sets ready to TRUE.
The program POU Axis in Figure 3 uses the physical input in1 of the PLC to start a new positioning process. The physical input in2 contains the new position for the carriage. The POU tonPos between in1 and the input startPositioning of axisControl realizes a delay of 500ms to assure that the analog value on in2 has a stable state when the process starts. The physical output out1 signals the state of the axis since it is connected to ready of axisControl.
The program POU Axis is attached to a PLC task of the application. The PLC task executes the attached POU cyclically with a defined interval time. In every cycle, all concerned POUs (here tonPos and axisControl) are executed to read their inputs, do some processing and write their outputs. Thus, every POU is a state machine that will be triggered by the task. Each task within a PLC can be given a priority depending on its importance with regard to the control application.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The use of web services in combination with PLC applications is complicated by the fundamentally different processing paradigms of both technologies. A PLC application consists of several PLC tasks, i.e. infinitely running IPO cycles, that are scheduled by a real-time operating system. In contrast, a web service offers several operations that can be invoked at an arbitrary time. To permit the interaction of the PLC control application and the web service interface, the web services must write the inputs and read the outputs of the POUs. Figure 4 illustrates this behaviour.
Regarding the previous example, a corresponding web service operation has to access the inputs of the POU axisControl and finally has to wait until the output ready becomes TRUE again. This leads to several problems:
• task synchronization: The web service operation and the PLC tasks are executed concurrently (in different tasks). To avoid race conditions, the tasks have to be synchronized if they access the same resources (such as inputs or ouputs of a POU). The automation engineer is responsible for protecting all critical sections against competing calls, e.g. by means of a mutex semaphore operation. However, using a mutex semaphore to synchronize a PLC control task and the SOAP task is challenging, since too many SOAP invocation messages will also slow down the PLC control task and therefore will result in the violation of real-time constraints.
• dataflow problem: Inputs and outputs of a POU have to be written/read taking the IPO cycle into account, i.e. (1) input variables have to be written, (2) processing has to be triggered, (3) output variables have to be read. This procedure becomes apparent in the example shown in Figure 3 : After setting the input startPositioning, the output ready is still TRUE until the POU is triggered and recognizes the new input value. Thus, before interpreting the output value, the web service operation has to wait until the POU is triggered by its PLC task. However, there is no standard mechanism for this purpose.
• scheduler issues: Since the web service operation is executed in the context of the SOAP engine, it is not embedded within the PLCs multitasking concept, i.e. the PLC task scheduler does not handle the web service operation. Consequently, it is not possible to prioritize web service operations among each other or with running PLC tasks. Furthermore, their ex- A convenient web service interface for PLCs should embed the execution of the web service operation into the corresponding IPO cycle. Thus, the web service operation is related to the context where it belongs to with all corresponding real-time parameters (such as cycle time, priority, etc.). Consequently, there is no additional synchronization concept required. Furthermore, the dataflow problem is solved since the PLC development environment knows the web service and may adjust the dataflow correspondingly.
SEQUENCE-CONTROLLED WEB SERVICES
This section presents a new approach for realizing web services on a PLC called sequence-controlled web services.
It solves the problems discussed in Section 3 and improves the usability of web services in combination with PLC applications.
A sequence-controlled web service is a regular web service with a specialized processing flow adapted to the PLC programming paradigm. From the client's point of view, a sequence-controlled web service is not distinguishable from a regular web service. An operation of a sequencecontrolled web service is represented by an instance of a function block POU called SOA function block. The SOA function block encapsulates the input/output parameters of the SOAP request/response message and maps them to its own inputs/outputs.
The SOA function block forwards the input parameters of a SOAP request message to the succeeding POU. Thus, they are mapped to the outputs of the SOA function block. On the other hand, the SOA function block forwards the data from the preceding POU to the SOAP engine for the use as return parameters within a SOAP response message. Thus, the SOA function block's inputs are mapped to the SOAP return parameters. Figure 5 illustrates this concept.
Additionally, the SOA function block contains a boolean input (chipselect-in) and output (chipselect-out). The chipselect output indicates to the PLC application that the output values are valid. Thus, the chipselect output is TRUE while a SOAP invocation message is pending. In contrast, the chipselect input indicates to the SOAP engine that the input values are valid. The PLC application sets this input to TRUE if the SOAP invocation message is processed. Fig. 6 . Example of a simple SOA-ready PLC application. Figure 6 shows the SOA-ready implementation of the carriage example. The instance moveTo of the function block FBMoveTo realizes the web service operation. The chipselect output is used to trigger the start positioning process. The output position supplies the position value from the SOAP invocation message. As soon as the position is reached, the output ready of axisControl acknowledges the web service operation via the chipselect input. When the chipselect input is TRUE, the SOAP response will be sent to the web service consumer.
Besides solving the problems discussed in Section 3, sequence-controlled web services offer additional advantages. The web service operation is no longer an unlabeled function that is called within the SOAP engine. It is represented by a graphical element that may be used at any location within the PLC application. Thus, it is placed and connected directly to the interacting POUs. Furthermore, it is possible to create more than one instance of a function block representing a web service operation. Thus, in applications with several similar production lines, the required number of instances could be created-one instance for each line. Each instance is accessible by a unique web service operation.
The sequence-controlled web services approach allows selecting several function blocks of a PLC application for SOA handling, i.e. each instance of a selected function block becomes accessible by a unique web service operation. To enable a function block for SOA handling, some additional handling code is required. This code organizes the interaction with the underlying SOAP engine and manages the input/output-mapping with the instances of the function blocks.
The handling code consists of two components for each instance of a SOA function block: (1) A handler function that will be called on an incoming SOAP request message.
(2) The SOA function block's implementation that will be triggered by the IPO cycle.
Handler Function
The handler function is a function POU that has to be exported by the underlying SOAP engine. Thus, the function is executed within the SOAP task context. On invocation, it performs the input/output-mapping as discussed before. For this purpose, it writes the values of the input messages to the outputs of the function block instance and sets the chipselect output to TRUE. After that, it waits until the chipselect input becomes TRUE. Then, it reads the inputs of the function block instance and uses them as return parameter for the web service operation. Figure 7 illustrates the interaction between the SOA function block and the handler function. The write access to the outputs and chipselect output as well as the read access to the inputs and the chipselect input are enclosed in a mutex semaphore block. This assures a synchronous access to the PLC task's IPO cycle, as described below.
SOA Function Block
The SOA function block's implementation permits the activation of the handler function at the correct point in time within the IPO cycle. To accomplish this, the same mutex semaphore block applied by the handler function is also used here. The mutex semaphore block is reserved by the SOA function block instance. When it is triggered by the IPO cycle, the implementation releases the mutex semaphore block. Then, the SOA function block permits access to the IPO cycle to the handler function to perform the mapping. Afterwards, the mutex semaphore block is again reserved by the SOA function block instance. Figure  7 shows the alternate execution of the SOA function block implementation and the handler function's mapping sections.
IMPLEMENTATION
This section presents a prototypical implementation of the sequence-controlled web services approach. More precisely, the generator for the handling code and the handling code itself are discussed.
Soft-and Hardware Environment
The IPC@CHIP R based PLC (Beck IPC GmbH (2008)) was used as our experimental hardware. As our PLC development environment, the IEC 61131-3 based programming system CoDeSys (http://www.3s-software.com/) was used. The CoDeSys programming system consists of two software components. The first one is CoDeSys itself. This is a Microsoft Windows application that realizes the PLC development environment consisting of editor, compiler, debugger, etc. The second software component is the runtime system called CoDeSys SP. CoDeSys SP runs on the target system (the IPC@CHIP R based PLC) and manages The actual SOAP protocol handling is realized by the SOAP4PLC (Mathes et al. (2009) ) engine, a SOAP engine especially designed for use on a PLC.
Handling Code
The signature of each handler function depends on the signature of the corresponding SOA function block. Thus, all output variables of the SOA function block are used as input arguments for the handler function and all inputs of the SOA function block are used as return arguments of the handler function. Note that the chipselect input and output variables are ignored, since they are not visible for the web service consumer. Figure 8 shows the handler function for moveTo used in the example of Figure 6 .
The implementation of the SOAAxis moveTo handler function follows the steps shown in Figure 7 . The mutex semaphore-an instance of the function block FBMutex provided by a system library-is allocated within the local data of the SOA function block (comparable with an attribute in object-oriented programming languages). Consequently, every instance of the SOA function block uses its own mutex semaphore. The SOA function block's implementation is extended to control the activation of the handler function. For this purpose, the local mutex semaphore is released and subsequently reserved again, as shown in Figure 8 .
The handler function requires to be registered at the SOAP4PLC engine. After that, the SOA function blocks are accessible by their location instance name (i.e. name of the environmental POU). The example in Figure 8 is accessible by the operation moveTo of the web service SOAAxis.
Since the handling code follows a recurrent pattern, it can be generated automatically. CoDeSys' macro support allows to implement a simple code generator, e.g. using a pattern matching script language like awk (Aho, A. V. and Kernighan, B. W. and Weinberger, P. (1998) ).
USE CASE
This section describes an application of the sequencecontrolled web services approach. The control software is implemented as a PLC application. The axis control is encapsulated in a function block called SEC AC. The function block contains several inputs and outputs to control the axis and to determine its current state. Some of these inputs and outputs are controlled by SOA function blocks to permit control of the carriage using web services. The rest of the inputs and outputs are controlled by a cyclic PLC task that verifies the accurate function of the entire device permanently. If an exception occurs, it stops the carriage and switches off the power to avoid threats to life or physical condition or damages to the hardware.
To move the carriage, the inputs startPositioning and newPosition are used. First, the new position is defined using newPosition. After that, the boolean input startPositioning has to go from FALSE to TRUE (high edge triggered). When SEC AC has recognized the high edge, the output ready becomes FALSE and the positioning process starts. When the new position has been reached, the output ready becomes TRUE again. The positioning process using a web service is provided by the SOA function block FBMoveTo. FBMoveTo consists of a chipselect-out (clk), a chipselect-in (ack) and an integer output called position. When the corresponding web service invocation arrives, chipselect-out is set to high level and the positioning process is triggered via startPositioning. When the positioning process has been finished, a high edge on the ready output of SEC AC acknowlegdes this to the web service via the chipselect-in of FBMoveTo. FBMoveTo is accessible via the operation moveTo of the web service Axis.
Besides the operation moveTo, the PLC application supports further web service operations. Two of themthe function blocks FBSetupVelocity and FBSetupAcceleration-support the configuration of the carriage's velocity and acceleration. Their outputs (velocity and acceleration) are connected to the corresponding inputs of SEC AC. To buffer the input value for velocity respectively acceleration, a latch is used. This is required since the ouput of the FBSetupVelocity respectively FBSetupAcceleration is only valid during the corresponding web service invocation. The last three web service operations return the values of the outputs maxPosition, maxVelocity and maxAcceleration of SEC AC. Thus, the outputs are connected to the concerned function blocks' inputs. The SOA function blocks' chipselect-outputs are connected to their own chipselect-inputs, i.e. the web service operations are returning immediately.
RELATED WORK
The SIRENA project (Jammes and Smit (2005) ) is aimed at the development of a service infrastructure for realtime embedded networked applications. Unfortunately, SIRENA only offers an innovative architectural blueprint of service-oriented industrial automation, but no practical implementation or tool support are presented. Web Service for Devices (WS4D) (http://ws4d.org/) present a toolkit that adopts Microsoft's DPWS technology in the industrial automation domain. Unfortunately, there is no stack available that permits the usage of DPWS within a typical development environment for industrial automation software. Kalogeras et al. (2004) present a web service based system architecture for industrial enterprises. This architecture ignores the specific real-time requirements within the manufacturing layer and tool support for automation engineers. Thus, our proposal can be used as a technical foundation for this architecture.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of web services within industrial automation promises to offer several benefits. Web services permit the interaction between the manufacturing layer and the business layer without knowledge of the details of the counterpart. Unfortunately, the use of web services on a PLC is complicated by the fundamentally different processing paradigm of a PLC compared with an IPC. The sequence-controlled web services approach presented in this paper interfaces web services and PLCs with respect to the IEC 61131-3 PLC programming standard. Inside the PLC application, a sequence-controlled service appears as a conventional PLC program module. Consequently, the web service module is organized by common PLC mechanisms like prioritization, monitoring, or real-time watchdog inspection.
In future work, we will integrate WS-TemporalPolicy (Mathes et al. (2008b) ) to describe the real-time properties of the PLC application. Additionally, we will concentrate on asynchronous web services to handle signals and alarms.
